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Xenoblade chronicles 2 salvage king golden sunstone



Hammershead 2:27 (Requires premium cylinder and storm) Orbital Sky Reader 4:02 Golden Sunstone 6:28 Calamity puzzle 7:33 Someone's found this yet. It was supposed to be on Morytha cliffs, but tried premium cylinders at both rescue points many times with no luck. Any ideas? Page
2 11 comments in: XC2 Key Items, XC2 Quest Comment Items Share A legendary rescued treasure obtained in the Land of Morytha. The Golden Sunstone is a key item in Xenoblade Chronicles 2. It must be obtained for the King Savior mission. It is said to have once been located on the
Cliffs of Morytha, from where it later fell. It can be found in a small room of the Fallen Skyscraper in the Land of Morytha.  To find him, travel quickly to the landmark of the Fallen Skyscraper in Morytha's Land. There is a dark area in the first room that is impossible to see. If you wander
around, you will find an enemy next to a ladder icon. Up the stairs. At the top, if you look the other way, you will see the small room with the Golden Sun Stone sitting on the floor.  Small room where golden sunstone is located. Key items from gallery XC2 XC2's mission item community
content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. in: Tantal Mission Kingdom, Salvaging Comments Share Salvage King is a mission in Xenoblade Chronicles 2. It can be received from Eulogimenos at the Royal Audience Hall in the Kingdom of Tantal. Objective Results You have
given all four rare treasures to Eulogimenos and earned the title of Supreme Savior. Notes Each of the four treasures must be found and placed on one of the rehighs behind the throne of Eulogimenos. The Hammershead can be rescued with a Premium Cylinder at battlescar cove skip
travel point in the Temperantia peninsula area during lightning time. The Golden Stone is in Morytha Land, in the pit of the broken elevator inside the Fallen Skyscraper. It can be achieved by turning the scalable grid from the top and jumping to the other grid, then walking down the aisle.
The calamity Puzzle must be purchased for 500,000 G of Zubzub, which can be found on the north side of Argentum's Rescue Deck. The Orbital Skyreader can be rescued from the Hero Portal in Spirit Crucible Elpys. Any cylinder quality will work, but the basic chances are very low. Better
cylinders and mastery salvaging field skill will greatly improve the chances. Gallery The Hammerhead on the Altar of the Golden Sunstone Maulo on the Altar of the Sun StatueThe Puzzle of Calamity on the Altar of the InlayOrbital Sky Reader on the Altar of TrajectoryDou a photo for this
gallery Kingdom of Tantal Quests Salvaging Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted.
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